
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020

Traffic Regulations for

The Opening and Closing Ceremonies
- Olympic Stadium ・Olympic and Paralympic Village ・Metropolitan Expressway -

Congested traffic conditions are expected during the Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020 due to the 

additional number of vehicles on roads transporting Games personnel.

During the Games period, including the Opening and Closing Ceremonies, we kindly ask for your understanding and 

cooperation in alleviating congestion as much as possible through adaptation of commuting routes and hours.

The following large-scale traffic regulations around the Olympic Stadium, Olympic/Paralympic Village and the 

Metropolitan Expressway are planned for the Opening and Closing Ceremonies.

：Areas with traffic regulations. Local residents and vehicles with business in the area are exempt.

：Closed routes/areas :  All Vehicles are not allowed.

：Crossable intersections ： Detour routes

*With exception to emergency 

vehicles as defined by law

We would like to ask for your cooperation with the following:

Olympic Stadium

Aoyama-dori Ave. etc.

Date

&

Time

23 Jul. (Fri. Holiday)  16:00 - 25:30,

8 Aug. (Sun. Holiday) 14:30 - 24:30,5 Sep. (Sun.)  13:00 - 26:00

24 Aug. (Tue.) 15:00 - 26:30

：Areas with existing traffic regulations, in addition to those above.

Olympic

Opening Ceremony

23 Jul. (Fri. Holiday)

Olympic

Closing Ceremony

8 Aug. (Sun. Holiday)

Paralympic

Opening Ceremony

Paralympic

Closing Ceremony

24 Aug. (Tue.) 5 Sep. (Sun.)

Organising Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games/Tokyo Metropolitan Government /Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department

LEGEND



： Closed routes/areas :  All Vehicles are not allowed.

： Crossable intersections ： Detour routes

*With exception to emergency 

vehicles as defined by law

What we would like you to cooperate in order to alleviate congestion

Olympic and

Paralympic Village
Ariake-dori Ave. etc.

Date

&

Time

23 Jul. (Fri. Holiday)   16:00 - 21:30,

8 Aug. (Sun. Holiday) 14:30 - 20:00, 5 Sep. (Sun.)   13:00 - 19:30

24 Aug. (Tue.) 15:00 - 21:00

： Areas with existing traffic regulations, in addition to those above.

Olympic

opening ceremony

23 Jul.(Fri. Holiday)

Olympic

closing ceremony

8 Aug.(Sun. Holiday)

Paralympic

Opening Ceremony

Paralympic

Closing Ceremony

24 Aug.(Tue.) 5 Sep.(Sun.)

Traffic Regulations at The

Olympic and Paralympic Village

Traffic regulations will be imposed around the Olympic and Paralympic Village, from daytime 

through to the evening for the Opening and Closing Ceremonies of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic 

and Paralympic Games. We kindly ask for motorists to cooperate with the following:

： Detours for Pedestrian ： Accessible for Wheelchairs etc. 

LEGEND



Date

&

Time

23 Jul. (Fri. Holiday)   17:30 - 25:30,

8 Aug. (Sun. Holiday) 15:30 - 24:30, 5 Sep. (Sun.)   14:30 - 26:00

24 Aug. (Tue.) 16:30 - 26:30

LEGEND

：Closed Routes

：Closed Entry Points  

● Precautions for using the Metropolitan Expressway

Metropolitan

Expressway

You can use C2 from E20 and Route No.4 Shinjuku Line at Nishi-Shinjuku JCT.
For the city center, please exit at Hatsudai in front of Nishi-Shinjuku JCT and follow the regular road.

①Nishi-Shinjuku JCT

You can use C2 from E1 and Route No.3 Shibuya Line at Nishi-Shinjuku JCT.
For the city center, please exit at Ikejiri in front of Ohashi JCT and follow the regular road.

②Ohashi JCT

You can not go to C1(bound for Shibakoen) from Route No.1 Haneda Line or C1 Outbound at Hamazakibashi JCT.
For the C1 (bound for Shibakoen), please exit at Ginza or Shimbashi in front of Hamazakibashi JCT  and follow the 
regular road.

③Hamazakibashi JCT

You can not go to C1 (bound for the city center) from Route No.11 Daiba Line. Please use Route No.9 Fukagawa
Line.

④Hamazakibashi JCT

You can not go to C1 (bound for Kasumigaseki) from Route No.5 Ikebukuro Line or C1 inbound.

⑤Takebashi JCT

①

②

③

③

④

④

⑤

⑤



● FAQ

Ｑ. What should I do if I am traveling on a one-way road and there are traffic regulations ahead?

Ａ. Some one-way roads will be closed during the Games period. As these roads will be impassable, please make 

a U-turn and turn back. 

● Precautions for using a car

For those who live or work in 

the applicable vicinities

・In order to ensure safety, please follow the instructions of 

the security guards.

・During the Games period, some bus services will be suspended.

・Due to road congestion, delivered goods may not arrive on time or you 

may not be able to specify arrival times to couriers.

For those delivering goods 

and services

・Please change your delivery route to one that does not use 

the Metropolitan Expressway or regular roads heading to the city center.

For those who require medical 

services 

・Please prepare for regular medical examinations, prescriptions of 

medicines, etc, in advance, avoiding the dates and times when 

traffic regulations are in place.

・Unless it is necessary to travel by car, please use public 

transportation as much as possible.

・Please adjust dates and times as much as possible for nursing 

appointments.

For those who normally 

commute to work

・Please make use of video conferencing and other remote platforms as 

much as possible

・For interactions that must be done in person, please use public 

transportation for travel as much as possible.

For those who travel by taxi ・You may not be able to reach your destination by taxi in some cases.

Traffic regulations will be imposed around the Olympic Stadium, the Olympic Village,

and the Metropolitan Expressway from daytime through to the evening.

● Regarding Changes to Bus Services
Some of the following bus services will be changed:

Ｑ. Is it possible for civilian vehicles to drive on roads with traffic regulations?

Ａ. Local residents and vehicles with business in the area are exempt from traffic regulations.

For closed routes, All Vehicles are not allowed.

Requests for Cooperation

Regarding Traffic Regulations

Toei Bus 

橋63 ：Otakibashi-Shako → Shimbashi Sta.

黒77 ：Meguro Sta. → Sendagaya Sta.

早81 ：Sodai-Seimon (Waseda Univ.） *Via Shibuya Sta. East Exit

品97 ：Shinagawa Sta. Takanawaguchi → Shinjuku Sta. West exit

都05-1：Hotel Mariners’ Court Tokyo → Tokyo Sta. Marunouchi-Minamiguchi

都03 ：Yotsuya Sta. → Hotel Mariners’ Court Tokyo

市01 ：Shimbashi Sta. → Toyosu-Shijo

都05-2：Tokyo Big Sight → Tokyo Sta. Marunouchi-Minamiguchi

錦13 ：Kinshicho Sta. → Fukagawa-Shako, Hotel Mariners’ Court Tokyo

Community bus 
・Hachiko Bus (Shibuya City） Jingu no Mori Route

・Chii-Bus (Minato City） Aoyama Route/ Akasaka Route

Please refer to the Tokyo 2020 Official Website for more information about traffic regulations.

https://olympics.com/tokyo-2020/en/news/information-regarding-traffic-regulations
 


